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911 Beauty Secrets exposes how exactly to mask even the most challenging beauty emergencies. Call up 911 Beauty
Secrets for a wide range of remedies and suggestions for any cosmetic crisis, including how exactly to:--apply a last-
minute encounter lift--prevent stretch marks--pack for business trips--conceal the common chilly From hiding a
hangover to losing weight after being pregnant, beauty and fashion professional Diane Irons tells the secrets to looking
our best also if we experience our worst.
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Fabulous tips & Four Stars Liked this! Lot's of good info and quick tips on almost every beauty topic. I bought another
book before this one and am certainly happier with that one than the other. This book gets the best of everything, I cant
even let you know how much I love this book. As of August 2000, it seems very up-to-date as far as fashion is concerned.
Would recommend. You can learn how to take care your skin layer as well as your health . The information is very dated
and the writing is not engaging. Five Stars one of the best tip bookevery woman should liv i couldnt live without it thank
u Practical solutions for everyday problems. Good, practical advice. Spending budget conscious "fixes". The Best! I
recommend it if you would like quick tips in stage form on how best to take care of yourself and deal with emergency
beauty circumstances. My personal favorite info was in the section about camouflaging -- Diane gives us abundant tips
about instantly "losing" weight by using makeup, hair, and dressing methods. There are makeup tips, face mask recipes,
and closet points, just to name a couple. Many of the guidelines in listed below are easy to check out and require no
other materials besides the ones easily found at house, at the grocery store, and at the beauty supply store. Fantastic
Beauty Book Diane Irons' "911 Beauty Secrets" is filled with many beauty tips, model and superstar secrets, diet plans,
homemade remidies and masks, and much more. I'll keep this publication until I die! Plus, the book includes style and
shopping tips, with advice on from what to put in your bag to and the clothing that will work best for you. Camouflaging
info worth price of the book Diane Irons sticks pretty close to standardly accepted beauty procedures in this book,
nonetheless it is definitely great to have all the tips collected jointly in one book. Plus, you will get good guidelines on
selecting the most appropriate types and shades of cosmetics, quick beauty fixes, and more. My favorite thing about this
book were the beauty masks and treatments. For example, did you know that a corn food and papaya treatment could
make the dry epidermis on your elbows feel super gentle? i gave my duplicate away This beauty book isn't very good.
The publication is formatted within an easy-to-read manner, and includes celebrity ideas as well as Diane's own
procedures.This book is filled with secrets on every beauty topic including makeup, skin, hair, clothing, exercise,
attitude, and others. This book is an extremely wise purchase. Believe me, after you've got it, you'll be refering to
everything enough time to look your very best! There are various quick emergency fixes in here, such as looking after
cuts, skin burns, cold sores, etc. It teaches you so much in an exceedingly easy going way. They are just some of the
marvelous beauty remedies you will see in this book. How about using some petroleum jelly to help ease the sting from a
paper trim? Great ideas I've had this book for years and bought this copy as a Christmas present, it had been a big
strike and the suggestions are useful, useful and generally easy.For anyone who is interested in having all of the wisdom
of several years worth of magazines, this book may be the one. tricks This was a surprisingly good read, especially if you
don't mind mixing up a few of her concoctions on your own. Or that soaking a epidermis burn in milk for fifteen minutes
will soothe the burn? It is an excellent book. Save your money and pass on this one.
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